MICROTOUCH
Sistema eliminacode multimediale fino a 12 servizi

Manuale Utente
per la gestione
del dispositivo

MicroTouch
Multimedia queue system up to 12 services
User manual for Device management

Overview
Description and context of the product
MicroTouch is a smart solution for managing a discrete user stream. This device can handle up to 12
different queues and 20 call stations and has a thermal nozzle with a touch screen of 9.7 ".

Figures 1 – Microtouch System Example

Operation
MicroTouch is compatible with QS-PHARMABOX ( main display – shown in Figure 1), QSSummarybox, etc. The communication between the server and the client is via the LAN, so it is
appropriate to configure the box with a static IP address. To manage the numbering you can use
The Classic Microtouch Console (virtual CLIENT for PC), The serial consoles or WiFi.
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First installation
Unpackaging
The installation of MICROTOUCH consists of a few simple steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove the box from the package and insert the batteries into the remote control provided
Connect the box to the power
Connect the network cable
Connect the HDMI cable of the monitor
Tune the Monitor to the HDMI source choice
Wait for the system to boot

Once initialisation has occurred, the main screen shown in Figure 1 will appear on the monitor.

Setting up the System
Q-Discovery
Q-Discovery is the Universal Visel tool for configuring LAN devices. It consists of a PC compatible
application with Windows XP or higher operating system. Visel recommends installing Q-Discovery
only on the ADMINISTRATOR's PC, in such a way as to prevent non-workers from tampering with
the system configuration.
•
•
•

Download Q-Discovery from Downloads section of www.visel.it
Install and launch the application
Click on "Search for Devices" to start the configuration

MICROTOUCH
MICROTOUCH must work with a STATIC IP address.
To configure a static IP follow these steps:
•
•
•
•

Use the supplied remote control or connect a USB mouse to the box
Press the "return" key on the remote control or the right mouse button To Exit the Microtouch
application
Go to the system settings and the "Cable" section and set the network parameters.
Exit the settings and go to the main menu to launch the microtouch Application

If MICROTOUCH is configured correctly, it will be possible to manage its settings through the QDiscovery application.
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Figures 2 – Q-Discovery: Searching for Devices

Select MICROTOUCH and press "settings". The secondary screen will appear:
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This Panel has all the configurations that are useful for the correct operation of the queue
Management Server. Let's examine all accessible properties except those disabled.

General Network Settings
Property
Type

Description
MicroTouch Server/Client to install more than one pickup point

Server IP
Address
Sync button

If MicroTouch is configured as a Client, it specifies the IP address of the
MicroTouch Server to which to connect
The button on the right side of the device type (Client/Server). It is used to
synchronize the MicroTouch configured as slave with the master, obtaining all
the configurations of the services.
Communication port (default 2370) for communication with virtual clients
(Microtouch console, Microtouch Reception console)
Communication port for slave displays (QS-LCDBOX, QS-LCD10A, etc.)

TCP/IP Client
Port
TCP/IP
Display Port

General Code Management settings
Property
Daily Counter
Reset
Show Users
queued on
buttons
Disable Ticket
delivery

Description
Indicates whether MicroTouch must reset the numbering on all the services to
the date change detection.
Indicates whether to show on the service buttons, on the touch display, the
current number of users queued
Indicates whether to temporarily disable ticket delivery. The touch display will
show an informational message that the system is out of service.

Other customizations
Standby settings
indicates the maximum amount of downtime beyond which to preserve the screen with a black and
white animation.
Background Theme
indicates the background image to be applied to the home screen to suit your needs.
Courtesy Message
Indicates the maximum amount of downtime beyond which to preserve the screen with a black and
white animation.
Custom logo
Lets You choose a logo that will be shown on the home screen header in the center. The same logo
will be automatically converted to black and white and used for printing.
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Serial Device Management (counter display and tabletop console)
MicroTouch is compatible with two types of serial devices: the counter Display (QS-CDS3) and the
table Operator console (QS-CONS). To allow the use of this hardware on your MicroTouch system
you must have also purchased the RS485-RS232 signal Converter, the CONVERTER (Figure 2a).
The latter must be connected via a standard 9-pin serial cable included in the package to the serial
connector on the bottom of the MicroTouch.

Figures 4a – RS485-RS232 (CONVERTER)

To include serial devices during MicroTouch installation, check the enable Serial device support
box and press the button that depicts a wrench:

Figures 5B – Managing Serial Devices
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To add a serial console, from the first table, double-click the row for the keyboard ID you want to
add. The Logic Bindings window for the console will be displayed:

Figures 6D – Logic bindings for the console

Configuring logic bindings for the console
Property
Managed
Services
Call on the
counter
display
Auto-Call

Description
Indicates on which services the console will operate

Identity

Indicates on which serial counter display the call from this console should be
displayed. In the absence of a counter display it is a good idea not to select
anything from this table.
Indicates whether the console must make the automatic call on all selected
services.
The name of the location on which the console is installed.

N ° Identity

Number of the station on which the console is installed.

To save the changes, click OK, otherwise click Cancel.
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To add a counter Display, from the second table, double-click the row for the display ID you want to
add. The logical Bindings window for the display will be displayed:

Figures 7e – Logical associations for door displays

Configuring logical bindings for the counter Display
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Property
Flashes

Description
Indicates how many flashes the display will have when the new call arrives.

Sound

Indicates whether a beep should be played when the call arrives

View calls
from virtual
clients

Indicates whether the display should show calls from the selected MicroTouch
consoles from the list.
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Service Management
In This panel you can configure up to 12 different queues, the relative numbering and the color that
will appear on the slave displays.
•
•
•
•
•

To enable a service, select the checkbox for the service you want to enable
To change name to a service double click on the box containing the name
To change the letter double click on the box containing the letter
To change the count interval double click on the box containing the number
To change the color double click on the Colored box

Service Menu
Selecting a service from the list and clicking on it with the right mouse button will have access to a
menu for advanced management, as shown in the following figure.

Figures 3 – Service Menu

Single emission flow FROM-> to
This option indicates that the service will issue a daily ticket of a limited number of tickets. A number
of tickets will be printed equal to the difference between the value in column A and that in column
FROM, + 1. For example, we need the butcher service to dispense only 50 tickets every day: we will
set up a single emission stream on the butcher service and in the field to enter a value of 1, in the To
field we will insert the value 50.

Perpetual emission Stream FROM <-> to
This option indicates that the service will perform a cyclic daily ticket issue. The consecutive number
of tickets will start from the value in the FROM column. When the counter reaches the value set in
column A, the numbering will restart from the value set in the FROM column.

Manage the pronunciation of the service
It may happen that the narrator does not pronounce well the name of a service, such as the acronym
CUP (Single Reservation center). Narrator tends to internationalise English terms of common use
and, in this case, the pronunciation will be "cap" (Cup/Trophy in English). The solution to this
drawback will be to select this item from the menu and type the text "kupp" to correct the
pronunciation.
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Call priority
If we need to create one or more files that have a different call priority, we must set a service priority.
Placing your mouse on the "Call priority" entry will open a sub-menu with the entries:
•
•
•
•

Low priority
Standard
High priority
Graduated Priority

Let's analyze the three priorities in blue, momentarily taking part in the Graduated Priority.
If for example we are configuring the system in a pharmacy and we need to create a priority queue
for pregnant women, just enable a service from the list, rename it "pregnant women" and set a "high
priority". After the changes are applied, MicroTouch will call the "pregnant women" service users
until the ticket is exhausted, without taking into account the arrival time.
In summary, the priority in Microtouch Systems is handled in this way:
•
•

The tickets belonging to the services with different level priorities will be escaped until queue
is exhausted in priority order: high priority, then Standard and finally low priority.
Tickets belonging to the services with sibling priorities will be escaped chronologically.

Graduated Priority
The last type of priority assignable to services is the Graduated Priority. This particular condition
allows to make calls according to a specific directive and helps to regularize the user flows where
one or more services tend to accumulate more users queued than the others. Using the Graduated
Priority, however, implies these limitations: all MicroTouch-enabled services must be configured with
a Graduated Priority, because this type of priority cannot coexist in the presence of other types
(high, Standard, or low priority). The Operator console must be configured in auto-call on all active
services.

Figures 3rd – Association of scalar Priorities

Immediately after selecting Graduated Priority from the service menu, a second screen will appear
from which you can configure theA Call properties:
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Figures 3b – Scalar Priority Properties

As can be seen from the window in Figure 3b, with this configuration we tell MicroTouch that it will
have to call 1 ticket of this service and then proceed with the call of other tickets on the next service
on which the Graduated Priority is set.
In short, this particular type of priority makes it possible to make calls according to a predetermined
ladder, to help dispose of irregular but constant flows over time. In this way we can call 3 tickets of
the first service, 2 tickets of the second, 3 of the third and 1 of the fourth. When MicroTouch
completes the call list will be cyclically returned to call 3 first service tickets and so on. If there are no
conditions to comply with this ladder, the system will proceed in chronological priority.

Vertical buttons
On the right side of the service table there are 3 large buttons:
Composition of the
ticket style

Schedule
of service activities

Print the report

Composition of the ticket style
For each service you can customize the items that make up the ticket. Select a service from the list
and press the ticket Style compositionbutton:

Figures 3c – Composing the ticket
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Property
Ticket items

Description
Shows all the items that compose the ticket layout in print order.

Up ARROW

Moves an item to the beginning of the ticket.

Down ARROW

Moves an item toward the end of the ticket.

basket

Delete selected item

Ticket Preview

This pane presents a rough preview of the ticket's composition in real time. The
representation of the ticket is purely illustrative. To perform a print test you must
send the settings to the Micro Touch and then do a test. To confirm the
changes, press the "OK" button.
Set of buttons for adding items to the list. Starting from the first button on the left
we have:

Horizontal
Toolbar

•

LOGO
adds logo printing (inserted in the previous screen)

•

SERVICE
adds service name printing

•

TICKET
adds the printing of the shift number

•

TIMESTAMPadds the ticket's print date and time

•

TEXTadds custom text printing

•

QUEUEadds the user count print to the queue

•

WAITINGadds the estimated wait print

•

LINEadds the printing of a horizontal separating machine

•

FEEDadds the print of a vertical Space or

Press Ok To save the style of the ticket, otherwise Cancel.
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Schedule of Service activities
For each service is In addition possible Configure one or more periods of activity on a weekly
cyclical scale. When the service is unavailable, the button in home will display the item "CLOSED"
and, clicking on it, MicroTouch will show a pop-up window with the detail of the hours of activity of
that service. To configure the weekly schedule, select the service and press the button on the
Schedule of activities of the Service:

Figures 3d – Weekly Service Schedule

In This example, the "drugs" service is active H24 7 on 7. You can create multiple time bands
(always within the week) where medications can be active from Monday to Saturday, from 9:00 to
13:00 and from 15:00 to 20:00. Here is an example:

Figures 3e – Example of multiple hourly scheduling
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Instead, we put the case in which "drugs" is active only on weekdays in the same time zone and on
the weekend on a continuous basis, for example:

Figures 3f – Example of hourly/daily multiple scheduling

Summarizing:
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•

To add a daily rule click
the (+)calendarbutton. Then select the days from the pop-up window and press OK.

•

To add a time slot
, select the daily rule and click the (+)clockbutton. Then set a time interval from the pop-up
window and press OK.

•

TO CHANGE a DAILY RULE or time BAND
, select the daily rule or time slot and press the gearbutton. Make the change from the popup window and press OK.
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Print the report
MicroTouch has a basic reporting module that allows the printing of statistics directly from the main
unit. Then press the button on the Printing the Report:

Figures 3g – Issuing a report with time interval

Select the date range and press The Statistics On Print and
Then a report similar to the one shown in Figure 3h will be printed:

[Date Range selected]
General Report
This report includes the selected time period, the total of the tickets
issued, the total of the tickets served and the total of the estimated lost
tickets.
Service Report
This report relates to the individual queues (or services) and includes
the total of the tickets issued, the total of the tickets served, the total of
the estimated lost tickets and the average working time of the operators
who handled this service.
Post Report
This report is relative to the individual workstations (or operators) and
includes the total of the tickets served, the average waiting time for the
users, the average service time of the operators, the total working time
of
the
operators
and the time of Work longer than an operator on a user.
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Report Calculation algorithm
The life of each ticket is marked by three fundamental timing:
The ticket'S date/Time
is the time accurately at the millisecond of the time the user picks a ticket which, by convention, we
call TE.
The ticket'S call Date/Time
is the time accurately at the millisecond of the time the operator calls the ticket which, by convention,
we'll call TC.
The ticket'S closing date/Time
is the time accurately at the millisecond of the time the operator concludes the service on the
aforementioned ticket which, by convention, we'll call TF.
Given that the "average" values correspond to the arithmetic mean of the elements taken into
account, let's analyze the calculation algorithm for each individual case report:
Estimated lost users
are taken into account all tickets whose difference between tF and tC < = 30 sec.
Waiting Time
Difference betweenTFandTAndof the ticket concerned with the calculation.
Service Time
Difference betweenTFandTCof the ticket concerned with the calculation.
Each ticket (even those estimated lost) is considered for the drafting of the report so it will be
appropriate, to get more refined values over time, best use the MicroTouch console and close the
service on the last ticket queued (clicking on the button With the "tick" icon in the lower right corner).

You can optionally activate a license of the Advanced Reporting module for MicroTouch (cod.
prod.QS-SOFTSTAT), which allows The MicroTouch Manager software to be installed on the
administrator'S PC and has many more features.
For more information ON QS-SOFTSTAT And Microtouch Manager We recommend contacting our
sales department.

Counter zeroing
To reset the current sequence number of the service counters simply click on "Reset Micro Touch".
MICROTOUCH is also able to reset in a completely autonomous way the counters of the enabled
services and will do it to the data change detection.
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Using the System
MicroTouch Console (virtual Client for PC)
The tool to manage the advancement of the numbering is MicroTouch console. This software must
be installed on each PC delegated to the call of the progressive shift.
•
•

Download MicroTouch Console from Downloads section of www.visel.it
Install and launch the application

When you first start you will be shown the settings screen:

Figures 3 – Microtouch Settings Console

Connecting to the server
Property
Server IP Address

Description
IP address of the MicroTouch server, in this case MICROTOUCH

TCP/IP Port

Communication port (default 2370)

Timeout (ms)

Time interval for data synchronization

Delay (Ms)

Waiting time between one call and another

Usa QS-MICROTOUCHBOX

This box must be cleared to allow the console to function with
Microtouch
This button allows the connection test with the network
parameters entered. If the outcome is positive, the list of services
will appear in the table below

Sync button (two arrows)
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Console identity
Property
Type of console

Description
Naming the calling station

Number

Caller Location Identification number

Language

User interface language

Selected services for the console
From this table you can select the services managed by the workstation. The column also shows a
particular service, AUTO-CALL, that allows you to make automatic calls on all the selected services
taking into account any priorities.

Automatic Requeue Options
This feature allows you to automatically transfer a newly-managed ticket to another service. To set
an automatic Requeue property, select a service from the list (except AUTO-CALL) and press the
button Automatic Riaccodo:

Figures 3i – Automatic requeue window

In this example, each time the operator terminates the session with a "drugs" queue ticket, the latter
is transferred to the "childhood" queue with issuing time.

Clicking the "Save and Close" button will display the console user interface:

Figures 4 – Console interface
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To call the next user click on the ticket number:

Figures 5 – Ticket Call

After the taking of a ticket (Figure 5) Two more buttons will appear:
•
•

Callback/Ticket Transfer (left – White circular arrow)
Closing Ticket (right – yellow check symbol)

Callback/Ticket Transfer
This button allows you to make a callback or transfer, to another service, of the ticket taken in
charge. By clicking on the White circular arrow icon you will get the following screen:

Figures 6 – Ticket Callback

Figures 7 – Ticket Transfer

Figure 6 and Figure 7, actually, are the same screen. We wanted to separate it to better explain how
it works.
By selecting the option "Call this Ticket" and clicking on "Proceed", the console will send to the
server a call repeat request on ticket 000.
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Selecting the "Transfer this ticket to a service" option will enable the underlying controls to select the
target service and the Requeue mode:
•

With issuing time
transfer 000 to Service 1 at the same time as the ticket was taken, so as to respect the order
of arrival of the user.

•

With current time,
transfer 000 to Service 1 with the time taken when submitting the request (press the
"proceed" button).

•

With specific timetable,
transfer 000 to service 1 with a specific timetable (within today's day) and 000 will not be
visible to the console that manages Service 1 until this time is reached. You can think of this
option as some sort of booking for the same day.

Selective call
MicroTouch also allows the manual call of a ticket without taking into account priority of level or time.
To access the selective call screen click on the number of users queued:

➔
Figures 8 – Selective Call

Figures 8th – Selective
Ticket Call

To then call a ticket manually double-click the line for the ticket you want. Note that the selective Call
window Highlights 1 ticket queued more than those of the console, this is because F00 is still in
service and you can also make a callback from this window.
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WiFi Console (QS-WCONS)
An alternative tool to manage the numbering progress is the WiFi console (COD. prod. QSWCONS). This device looks like the traditional flush console but with the addition of a WiFi module
to connect to a router or access point. However, each MicroTouch system that includes the
installation of a WiFi console is also equipped with a pre-configuredAccess Point.
QS-WCONS, thanks to its advanced firmware, allows you
to modify your configuration through Q-Discovery.
These consoles are Pre-configured To connect To the
default WiFi network Visel Which mirrors this identity:
Ssid: Visel_air
Password: visel489553

Figures 9 – QS-Wcons

After turning on the console and making sure it is
connected under the same network as the PC running QDiscovery, you can do the search for the devices:

Figures 9a – Configuring a QS-wcons

Select the WiFi console from the list of devices and click on settings to access the configuration
window. As you can see from the second screen, the configuration is very similar to that of
MicroTouch consoles. Then set the IP address of the MicroTouch and press Refresh to get the list
of services, then select the services managed by this console and Click Apply Changes.
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MicroTouch Smart Controller
The latest news regarding the MicroTouch range is undoubtedly the MicroTouch Smart Controller
(Cod. Prod. QS-SMARTKEY), which consists of an Android smartphone or tablet application capable
of managing the shift numbering. CommonUch Smart Controller is an optional product and requires
the purchase of a license for any smartphone or tablet on which the software will be installed. After
installing the software on the device the main screen will be shown. You will need to configure the
MicroTouch shortcut by opening the settings (top right button).

Figures 10th – QS
CONFIGURATION-SmartKey

Figures 10b – QS-SmartKey
properly configured

Figures 10c – Calling the next
user

After the connection, the app will present itself as in Figure 10b, ready to handle the numbering:
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button
Automatic Ch

Action
Sets the operation of the console in AUTO-CALL

Service

Move management to another service

Call ticket

Allows you to arbitrarily call a ticket waiting on that service

Right Arrow

Allows you to call the next user waiting

Circular arrows

Allows you to call the ticket already taken in charge

Check mark

Signals to MicroTouch that the ticket operations taken are terminated

Small arrow

Allows you to transfer to another servicethe ticket taken in charge
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Slave Display, summary and counter
MICROTOUCH is compatible with these slave devices: QS-Litebox, QS-Gdobox, QS-LCD10A. As
far as the configuration of the same is recommended to refer to the dedicated guides present on our
site, in the section
Download-> Catalogues and manuals.

Troubleshooting
I can't find MICROTOUCH with Q-Discovery
Verify that the MICROTOUCH and THE PC You are running Q-Discovery are connected to the same
network. If this is the case, check for firewalls on the network.

Q-Discovery does not apply changes
Try to start Q-Discovery with administrator rights

If other types of problems arise, we advise you to contact our telephone support.

Visel Italiana Srl
Via Maira SNC
04100 Latina (LT)
Tel: + 39 0773 416058
Email: sviluppo@visel.itdocument written on 19/03/2019
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